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No ‘race’ Urban dance bounces off campus
in genes,
art claims
KSJS disc jockey duo host
‘Bassline FM’
Thursday afternoons

New joint library art exhibit
expounds on human genome project
By Mari Sapina-Kerkhove
Daily Staff Writer

Recent scientific findings in genetic research that the DNA
of all humans is 99.9 percent alike, regardless of their skin color,
are at the heart of “All of Us are Related, Each of Us is Unique,”
a new exhibit on the fifth floor of the Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Joint Library.
With photographs, graphics and text, 18 panels measuring
27 inches by 39 inches illustrate the idea that genetically there is
no such thing as biological races and that “race” is nothing but a
socially constructed idea.
“I have known in my heart for many years that we get it
all wrong when we talk about races,” said professor emeritus
Marshall H. Segall from Syracuse University, New York, during
Friday afternoon’s opening ceremony.
Segall, who has been a cross-cultural and political psychologist for more than 50 years, said many scientists believed 50
years ago that there was no such thing as biological races, but
they had nothing to back it up with.
The findings revealed through the human genome project, he
said, gave them the long-desired scientific facts.
“These findings made it clear that we are so closely related
that we can’t be divided into races,” he said.
According to the exhibit’s Web site (allrelated.syr.edu),
the exhibit originated in 1994 in the department of Genetic
Anthropology in Geneva, Switzerland.
It is on continuous display at the Musee de l’Homme in
Paris, where Segall said he first saw it during a visit to the city.
He said he tracked down the original creators of the exhibition and asked them if he could translate it into English.
In 1998, the exhibit made its U.S. debut at Syracuse University and has since traveled across the United States as well as
internationally to Melbourne, Australia and Hong Kong.
According to Jeff Paul, Cultural Heritage Center librarian,
the King Library bought a copy of the exhibit for $500 and will
keep it on display through May.

see EXHIBIT, page 3

BLACK HISTORY MONTH

By Zakk Jones
Daily Staff Writer

On Thursday afternoons approaching
Studio A at Hugh Gillis Hall, an incessant
thump can be heard bouncing down the hallway. Getting nearer, the sound intensifies. It
is infectious — repetitive and simplistic, but
undeniably infectious all the same.
Inside, the studio is awash with the
earth-moving vibrations of “Bassline
FM,” KSJS’ urban dance show, which airs
Thursdays from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
The show is run and the music spun by
Brandon Geno Giovanni, a junior majoring
in speech communications, and his co-host
“Reckless” Ryan Baird, a senior marketing
major.
“Bassline FM” specializes in the urban
dance genre, which includes styles such as
house, breakbeat, and drum ‘n’ bass.
Giovanni said he and Baird have been
collaborating for about a year. Both disc
jockeys used to have their own shows but
decided to combine their efforts to make
their vision “stronger.”
“We just wanted to put both of our efforts
into one show,” Baird said. “We thought we
were kind of spreading ourselves too thin.”
In addition to playing music, Baird said
that “Bassline FM” interviews artists from
all around the world, features live DJs and
hosts parties that have held as many as
10,000 people.
The show also gives away passes to parties at Bay Area night clubs and puts call-in
listeners’ names on club guest lists.
Although he has been disc jockeying
at several clubs around the Bay Area since
1999, Baird said that hosting a radio show
was not one of his objectives when he came
to San Jose State University in 2000.
“It just kind of fell in my lap,” Baird said.
“I didn’t even know there was a radio station
here.”
Giovanni said he had toyed with the idea
of doing a radio show and was convinced
after being invited to a KSJS staff meeting
by a mutual friend of his and Baird’s.
The two co-hosts said they want to
expand beyond college radio and into the
commercial realm with “Bassline FM.”
To this end, the Bassline logo is often
featured on fliers for parties hosted by Bay
Area night clubs, and the show’s banner is
also displayed. Baird said he also offers to

see DJ, page 3

Susan D. Reno / Daily Staff
Geno Giovanni hosts “Bassline FM”, his weekly 90.5 KSJS radio show, on Thursday afternoons. The show airs
Thursdays from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., and Giovanni plays urban dance music, interviews guests and gives away
free passes to local club events.

Sikh leaders respond to park murders
Associated Press
SAN JOSE — Members of the
Sikh religious community mourned on
Monday, after three men were fatally
shot in a rampage at a residential park.
According to a police report, 43year-old San Jose resident Ranbir Singh
opened fire Sunday afternoon on at least
a dozen Sikhs, including several elderly
men playing cards at Overfelt Gardens.
After Singh fired a round of bullets,
bystanders pinned him to the ground,
where he died instantly.
Kulwant Singh, 45, Satnam Singh,
70, and Hari Singh, 65, died of gunshot
wounds. Three other men playing cards

Carien Veldpape / Daily Staff
Akubundu Amagu is a community activist and has been
working on campus since 1979. He has a master’s degree
in business and urban planning but also studied political
science and took part in African American studies. Amagu
was a football player when he was a student at San Jose
State University. In his work as a community activist, he
tries to stimulate black students and “make them aware
of the African revolution,” he said.

For a full story on SJSU’s
black role models, see page 4

at the park suffered nonfatal wounds and
were treated at hospitals.
None of the victims were related to
the gunman, police said. Sikhs often
take the same last or middle name to
demonstrate equality among members.
The gunman, who had no gunshot
wounds or noticeable bruises when
police found him, may have died of a
heart attack or suffocation, San Jose
Police Sgt. Steve Dixon said. A coroner
is conducting an autopsy.
On Monday, leaders of the region’s
150,000-member Sikh community
returned to Overfelt Gardens to assure
residents that they were safe and to
eulogize those hurt or killed, who range
from 45 to 80 years old.

‘‘We’re telling people they have
nothing to fear — this was a tragedy
and a shock, but an isolated incident,’’
said Mohinder S. Mann, director and
founding member of the San Jose-based
Indo-American Senior Citizens Center,
which is helping police by translating
Punjabi for witnesses.
California’s Sikhs are concentrated
in the San Francisco Bay area and San
Diego, but thousands farm in the
Central Valley. Several victims belonged
to the 20-year-old temple San Jose Sikh
Gurdwara.
Sikhism was founded by Guru
Nanak, a 15th-century religious teacher
born near Pakistan’s present-day city of
Lahore.

According to practitioners, it’s the
world’s fifth largest religion, with 20
million people worldwide.
Sikhs in the United States have
come under attack from extremists, who
mistake their characteristic turbans and
long beards for being from the Middle
East.
In September, an Arizona jury convicted Frank Silva Roque of first-degree
murder in the shooting death of a Sikh
man only days after the Sept. 11, 2001,
terrorist attacks.
San Jose police dismiss discrimination as a motive in the Sunday rampage.
Some witnesses have told police that the
gunman was Sikh, though he did not
attend the local gurdwad frequently.

Mardi Gras celebrations steeped in Catholic, French traditions
By Zakk Jones
Daily Staff Writer
Break out the beads, and dust off those kingcake recipes — it’s Mardi Gras. Before preparing
to eat, drink and be merry, however, one might
be interested in learning just what all the fuss is
about.
Jonathan Roth, associate professor of history
at San Jose State University, says Mardi Gras is
a religious holiday that is related to the Christian
holiday of Lent — the 40 days before Easter and a
period of self-denial.
According to Roth, the beginning of Lent is
commemorated on Ash Wednesday, and on that

day, Catholics can often be seen placing ash on
their foreheads.
Along with Catholics, many Protestant Christians, such as Lutherans and Episcopalians, hold
Lenten observations.
“Easter changes every year, so obviously Ash
Wednesday changes every year,” Roth said.
Mardi Gras shares its Christian roots with
the Mediterranean tradition of Carnival, which
originated from pagan traditions. Roth said that
the Carnival celebration may have origins dating
back to the Roman holiday of Lupercalia, and the
word “carnival” probably comes from the Roman
holiday “Carrus Navalis,” Latin for “Ship Carriage”
or “Ship Wagon,” a Roman custom in which a ship
was carried on a wagon through the streets of the

city, which coincided with a celebration in honor of
Isis, a pagan goddess.
Mardi Gras, which is French for “Fat Tuesday,”
eventually became the name for the Tuesday
before Ash Wednesday. On this day, according to
education.yahoo.com, indulging in food and drink
was considered one last dabbling in debauchery
before fasting and paying penance during Lent.
According to Roth, Carnival was subsequently
imported to the Americas after the discovery of the
New World by the Spanish.
The Web site www.holidays.net posts that
Mardi Gras came to America in 1699 when French
explorers settled and began celebrating the holiday

see MARDI GRAS, page 3
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Sad time in American history must not be forgotten

Our American government has a disturbing way of
confusing friends with foes, of turning neighbors against
one another and of erasing pasts. One historical event
epitomized by American government rhetoric, hatred and
discrimination was the Japanese internment during World
War II.
On Feb. 19, 1942, then-President Franklin D. Roosevelt
issued Executive Order No. 9066, which authorized the
secretary of war to provide shelter, housing, food, etc. to
any U.S. resident who was going to be excluded from their
homes. In general, it called for the exclusion and internment of all Japanese-Americans from the West Coast,
where a majority lived.
Nearly two months later, instructions were given to “All
persons of Japanese Ancestry,” both alien and nonalien, to
be evacuated from West Coast cities, including San Jose,
San Francisco and Stockton.
More than 120,000 American citizens of Japanese
ancestry, many of whom were born in the United States,
were sent away from their homes, farms, businesses, jobs,
schools and general comfort.
The largest of the 10 relocation camps around the
United States was in Tule Lake, Calif., toward the border of Oregon. This camp held nearly 20,000 people.
In Southern California, near Nevada, another relocation
camp for Japanese-Americans held 10,000 people in the
city of Manzanar.
This is the largest relocation of people in the history of
the United States, according to the Museum of the City
of San Francisco. What is even more striking is that it
happened in California, in our West Coast cities. Yet,
when I think back to the countless hours of history classes
throughout my public schooling, I cannot recall one men-

ANOTHER DIMENTIAN

tion of Japanese internment camps.
again in the United States.
According to information provided by journalism and
Before the Holocaust took six million Jews’ lives, there
mass communications professor Harvey Gotliffe, who was disbelief and doubt that there could even be a plan for
introduced and teaches the class “Press and Camps: annihilation. After all, Germany, a country where the arts
WWII,” “All people of Japanese descent were looked upon flourished, was a civilized society. Furthermore, there was
as capable of sabotage.” Throughout the course of World even more doubt it could happen because there was the
War II, however, Japanese-Americans committed not a assumption that the United States would prevent it.
single incident of espionage or treason.
There was also denial that JapaneseOn Dec. 17, 1944, Roosevelt announced the
Americans would be sent to internment
end of the exclusion of Japanese-Americans
camps, largely because the idea of denying
on the West Coast. The tragedy, however,
someone their inherent rights as a citizen
was not over. Many of those forced into the
goes against everything America stood for
camps returned to their cities to find their
— and stands for today.
homes burned, their boats stolen or their
Though lawsuits were filed and it was,
farms destroyed. Even worse, discriminain fact, decided by the Supreme Court in
tion, ignorance and rage were bestowed upon
Endo v. United States in 1944 that a loyal
Japanese Americans.
citizen could not be detained, it still did not
Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston, a San Jose
prevent the internment of 120,000 innocent
State University graduate who studied sociolAmerican citizens.
ogy and journalism, was among the 120,000
“So what?” you might ask. “This happened
Japanese-Americans who was sent to the
more than a half-century ago. We are too
JENNIFER MCLAIN
relocation centers. She shared her story in her
civilized, too kind and too good of people to
autobiography, “Farewell to Manzanar.”
let this happen again.”
In the closing of her story, she recalled the detest she
But there is a reason to be concerned.
experienced from Caucasians toward Japanese. Wakatsuki
After Sept. 11, 2001, the United States government
Houston wrote in her book that while waiting with her created yet another domestic enemy — Arab Americans.
brother for a bus in Long Beach, after World War II, an According to an article written by Carol Khawly, a member
old, embittered woman approached her. “ ‘Why don’t all of the American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee,
you dirty Japs go back to Japan!’ She spit at us and passed
“After the (Sept. 11) attacks, the Arab-Americans and
on.”
those immigrants from the Arab or Muslim worlds expeWhat is most disturbing about this past is trying to rienced an unprecedented backlash in the form of hate
imagine whether something like this — hatred, discrimi- crimes, discrimination and (the loss of ) various civil libernation, relocation and internment camps — could happen ties.”

PAUL DYBDAHL

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e-mailed to spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu titled “Sparta Guide.”
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TUESDAY
Tau Delta Phi
A meeting will be held in the conference room in
Tower Hall at 5:30 p.m. All members are welcome to
attend. For more information, call Jolene at 507-8301.
Phi Alpha Theta
History Honor Society
A book sale will take place from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. outside of Dudley Moorehead Hall.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass takes place every weekday at 12:10 p.m. in
the SJSU campus Ministry Center. For more information, call Sister Marcia at 938-1610.
School of Music
The Tuesday Listening Hour Concert Series will take
place from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the Music building Concert Hall. For more information, call Joan at
924-4649.
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Department of nutrition and food science
Body fat testing using cutting edge analyzer will be
held every Tuesday from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the
Central Classroom building, room 221. Cost is $5 per
student. For more information, call Sherry at 9243362.
Career Center
Resume day for technical majors will take place from
1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Career Center.
Appointments are required to have someone review
your resume. For more information, call 924-6031.
SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Dance lessons will take place from 8:30 p.m. to
10 p.m. in the aerobics room in the Event Center.
For more information, e-mail tango42@sbcglobal.net.
Mu Alpha Gamma
A magazine internship meeting will be held from
3 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in Dwight Bentel Hall room 213.
For more information, call Harvey Gotliffe at 9243245.

Jennifer McLain is the Spartan Daily A&E editor.
“Oxymoron” appears every other Tuesday.

NO MUSIC, NO LIFE

Experiencing the joy
of connecting to a band

Do you know what it’s like to love music so much there, and it is such an innocent time in someone’s
you physically feel it?
life that can never be compared to or touched.
While the music plays, you get lost in it as it creOne of my favorite movies is “Almost Famous,”
ates a new world for you.
because that film depicts everything I want to say,
The rhythm serves as your foundation, the melody shows things that I wanted to do and have done,
creates the mood, and the harmony becomes your and describes the way I feel about music and the
direction all while the lyrics paint the experience.
bands that provide it.
Music begins to define you and has an influence
I could relate to every role in that movie, especially
on your thoughts, beliefs and ideals.
the three main characters.
The same way people can love music, they can
Russell Hammond of Stillwater — I’ve practiced
love a band so much that they do the oddest things enough in front of a mirror with a hair brush that
to connect with them in any way shape
I’m convinced I can rock a stage.
or form.
William Miller, journalist, aka “the
You’ll make road trips to see them live
enemy.” I would love to explore the
and will have seen them so much that
minds and thoughts of a rock band
you become friends with other fans that
and see what really happens behind
are always there like you.
the scenes and write about my advenYou’ll find out where they’re staying
tures.
and try your hardest to sneak into their
Or, finally, Miss Penny Lane — one
hotel rooms.
of the original “band-aids” that let her
You religiously read the Thank Yous at
free spirit do what made her happy.
the end of each album, memorize every
She toured with the band and
one of their songs or own multiple
became a big part of the party and
copies of your favorite album — one
had no inhibitions as she let the
REBECCA VILLANEDA
for your car, home and emergencies.
music rule her.
You plaster posters of them.
If you connect with this movie
You’ll have fantasies about sharand music as much as I do, then
ing a stage with them or partyyou understand.
ing after a concert, and you’ll
So I have a new favorite band,
stand up for them if anyone
which I have seen more than 30
bad-mouths them.
times within about four years.
There’s no controlling this
The good old days of me seeing
unique love affair.
them for free are long gone, and
It’s hard to describe this
I have to share them with their
romance, but it is one that, if
growing fan base.
you are lucky enough to experiI’ve mellowed out and don’t do
ence, you can feel young at heart
that much obsessing, but hints of
at any age.
those days still linger.
When I was younger, I was litLike I said, it’s something you
erally obsessed with a band and I
can’t control.
did all those “fanatic” things and
I admire their music, I respect
then some.
them for making music their
I literally used their posters
life, I love them because they are
to wallpaper my room. I saved
unique, and I thank them for the
the pen they autographed my
good times and for music.
albums with. I camped out to be
as close as I could to the stage.
I went to their hotels just to get
a glimpse. I’ve actually talked to
one of the members over the
radio and taped it — I still have
the tape.
I made my brother drive me
and my friends hours to see them
because none of us had our licenses yet.
At talent shows, I performed to their songs, and
me and my friends nicknamed each other the band
Rebecca Villaneda is the Spartan Daily
members’ names.
associate production editor.
It all sounds crazy but so many of us have been
“No Music, No Life” appears every other Tuesday.
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Incremental steps were made to prevent many citizens
from living normal lives. The government instituted a
series of policies, targeting Arab Americans, including
massive secret detentions, selective enforcement of the
law through so-called voluntary interviews, deportation of
Middle Eastern men and a plan to fingerprint immigrants
and visitors from Arab or Muslim countries, according to
Khawly.
Many Arab Americans are harassed when they travel.
Hate crimes are performed against those who look Middle
Eastern. Disrespect and misunderstanding of Muslims
and their traditions are repeatedly seen on television.
I can only hope that our society is too strong, too educated and too smart to let hate crimes and discrimination
pervade.
But until we see our first woman president, until we
see homosexuals get married in all cities in the United
States and until we can read more than a paragraph about
Japanese internment in public schools’ history books,
there will always be the possibility of a dictator-president
uprooting and destroying your life, my life or our neighbors’ lives on account of discrimination, hatred, fear and
pure ignorance. If only we can agree, as a society, what
our values are can we stand up and fight against our true
enemy — intolerance.
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“It all sounds
crazy but so many
of us have been
there, and it is such
an innocent time
in someone’s life
that can never be
compared to or
touched.”
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provide his skills as a DJ to parties.
According to Giovanni, Bassline’s
presence at these clubs helps bring
KSJS more exposure.
“When we promote the show,
we promote the station as well,”
Giovanni said.
“We want to get our logo out there
more,” Baird said. “Want to take the
college show to a commercial level,
but still keep an underground feel.
We’ve pretty much done everything
we wanted with college radio except
take it to the next level.”
They also would like to see their
show syndicated if it becomes successful at the commercial level.
Baird said that the show’s daytime slot is one of its strong points.
“You can’t really hear this music
at all, unless you’re listening late at
night,” he said.
KSJS program director Nick
Mikulka, a junior television,
radio, film, and theatre major, says
“Bassline FM” brings a uniqueness
to the station.
“(The show’s format is) not a
format that’s represented on a great
scale,” he said. “It offers (fans) an
outlet. That fan base is represented.”
According to Giovanni, “Bassline
FM” is respected by its listeners and
fans of the genre.
“We always ask for feedback,”
he said. “Everyone just keeps saying
the exact same thing, ‘Don’t change
a thing.’ ”

Photo by Susan D. Reno / Daily Staff
Geno Giovanni selects tracks to play during his weekly radio show on KSJS 90.5 FM. Types of music played on his show, “Bassline FM”,
include urban dance house and some underground hip-hop. Giovanni says that during a typical show, about half of his selections are
on CD, the other half are on vinyl records.

on the banks of the Mississippi River.
According to www.mardigrasneworleans.co
m, Mardi Gras was in danger of being banned
in the 1850s, which prompted the forming of
a secret society known as the Mystic Krewe of
Comus in 1857. Comus organized a parade
around a theme and lit up the event with
flaming torches known as flambeauxs.
The Krewe of Comus was joined in 1872 by
the Krewe of Rex and later by others.
Roth said Krewe membership was made up
of all Caucasian citizens. The blacks of New
Orleans formed the Zulu Parade “to make
fun of ” the Mardi Gras parade. According
to www.mardisgrasneworleans.com, William
Storey, mocking the Krewe of Rex’s crown,
wore a tin can on his head and was declared
“King Zulu” in 1909.
Roth said the Zulu Parade was declared illegal, but later it was integrated into the Mardi
Gras celebration.
According to Roth, Mardi Gras remained
racially segregated until 1991, when the city
ordered the Krewes to allow blacks into the
parade or be prohibited from marching.
As a result, Roth said, the city’s two largest
Krewes, those of Comus and Rex, refused to
march, while the remaining Krewes allowed
blacks into their celebrations.
“Leading citizens of (New Orleans) belong
to Krewes even today,” Roth said.
Even with all the excess, Mardi Gras’ true
lineage remains unforgotten.
According to Roth, it’s still a religious holiday that ends at midnight, and the deadline is
strictly enforced.
“Even today,” Roth said, “the police go
through that city and say you can either go
home or you can go to church.”

Schwarzenegger meets with Bush, expects to get ‘a lot’ more federal money
Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger emerged from meetings at
the White House and the Capitol Monday
predicting he would get ‘‘a lot’’ more federal
money for California, but citing no specific
commitments.
The governor met in a group with President
Bush and one-on-one with Sen. Ted Stevens,
R-Alaska, chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee. He said afterward he expects
the money to come.
‘‘I expect to get a lot of it simply because,
you know, I’m very persuasive and I’m like, you
know, a tick that hangs on it and will not let go

until I get what I want,’’ Schwarzenegger told
reporters outside Stevens’ Capitol office.
Asked whether he’d gotten any commitments from Stevens, Schwarzenegger said: ‘‘I
judge Sen. Stevens facial expressions and it
was kind of like the kind of facial expression
that indicated to me, ’You’re right Arnold, you
should get the money,’ and so we’re just waiting
for the moment when they get us the money.’’
Stevens did not immediately respond to
a request for comment left with his spokeswoman. Schwarzenegger was in town for a
National Governors Association conference,
his first trip to Washington since taking office
and his first chance to meet fellow governors.
Tuesday marks his 100th day in office, but
he has had little success so far in fulfilling his
campaign pledge to be ‘‘the Collectinator’’ of

federal money for California. The budget Bush
sent to Congress this month had little good
news for the state.
Schwarzenegger said he talked to Stevens
about federal reimbursement for jailing illegal
immigrants who commit crimes. Paying for
jailing criminal aliens is projected to cost
California more than $700 million in the state
fiscal year beginning in July, but Bush’s budget
deleted federal funding for the program.
He and Stevens also discussed homeland
security funding, Schwarzenegger said.
Schwarzenegger had no private meeting
with Bush, but the two sat at the same table at
a banquet Sunday night and Schwarzenegger
and the rest of the governors met with the
president Monday morning. They talked
about state issues including homeland security,

welfare reform and highway funding.
On another topic, Schwarzenegger was
asked at a news conference with other governors whether he supported a federal constitutional amendment to ban gay marriage, and
whether such an amendment would succeed
in California.
Fellow Republican Gov. Haley Barbour of
Mississippi said he supported such an amendment, and Olene Walker of Utah, also a
Republican, said such an amendment would
likely prove popular in her state. Schwarzenegger sidestepped the question.
‘‘We have a law in California, and we now
concentrate on the next thing, which is to
get the economy back,’’ he said. Conservative
groups expect Bush to endorse a constitutional
ban on same-sex marriages.

Schwarzenegger opposes the gay marriages
being performed in San Francisco, though
he supports domestic partnership rights.
California law says marriage is between a man
and a woman.
Later Monday Schwarzenegger was attending a Republican Governors Association
fund-raiser where donors were paying to get
their pictures taken with him and President
Bush. He was the only governor requested by
the GOP governors group to pose for photos
with donors, his spokesman said. On Tuesday
Schwarzenegger was to meet with Californians
in Congress, then head to New York to raise
money to promote Propositions 57 and 58, the
state ballot measures to authorize $15 billion
of borrowing and require balanced budgets and
a reserve fund.

EXHIBIT | ‘From a genetic perspective, all humans are Africans ...’
continued from page 1
“I think it ties in with the (university) and the demographic of the Bay
Area,” he said, referring to the Bay
Area’s diverse population structure.
Upon first bringing the exhibit to
the United States, Segall said, he spent
about a year trying to convince the
Smithsonian Institute in Washington
to take it.
While acknowledging the content
of the exhibit was impeccable, the
Smithsonian ultimately declined
because the exhibit is controversial,
Segall said.
“There have been all kinds of controversies, you can’t imagine,” Segall
said, referring to the fact that some
patrons have perceived the exhibition
as disturbing for various reasons.
He said a number of people
have taken offense to the exhibit’s
photographs on panel two, which
shows a group of people of all ages and
backgrounds completely in the nude,
and panel three, which shows a nude
black male obscuring a full frontal
view by holding a white baby.
“Then there are racists who are
offended by the notion that there are
no races,” Segall said.
Tom Ferraro, a graduate student in
counselor education, said people like
that need to adjust their views.
“It’s only controversial for those

people who insist on keeping us
pigeonholed for their comfort’s sake,”
he said. “If (we) have to recognize that
we’re all one, we’ll have to step away
from that.”
Finally, Segall said, some black
people are offended by the exhibit’s
expansion on current theories that
all humans originated from common
ancestors in eastern Africa about
150,000 years ago.
“From a genetic perspective, all
humans are Africans, either residing
in Africa or in recent exile,” he said,
quoting scientist Svante Paabo.
Violet Kimani, a public health
university lecturer from Kenya, said
she understood why some people feel
threatened by the notion that race
does not exist and that all humans, in
essence, are Africans.
“Some people might feel like their
identities are taken away,” she said.

But overall, the findings and the
exhibit have a unifying effect, Kimani
said.
“It doesn’t disturb me. It’s humbling. It has me thinking a lot on how
different we are and how one we are,”
she said. “It makes me wonder why do
people fight.”
According to Segall, the findings
about the genetic makeup of human
beings have asserted scientists’ beliefs
that the world’s population distribution can be explained with waves
of migration from Africa and that
physical differences, such as skin color
and height, have resulted from gradual
adaptation to environmental factors.
Panels four and five of the exhibition illustrate such theories, showing
that peoples originating from areas
closer to the equator are darker in
skin color.
Also, the panels demonstrate that

peoples originating from tropical
forests and polar environments are
shorter than those from cool temperature zones and hot desert areas.
Despite the fact the exhibit has
been perceived as controversial by
some, “the overwhelming response
has been positive, “Segall said.
He said the findings about the
non-existence of biological race have
serious societal implications.
“(They) raise the question why
there is still racism when there is no
race,” he said.
Despite the fact that the groundbreaking findings on genetics and
human race have been published for
three years now, the revelations have
hardly touched public awareness, he
said.
The “repeated failure to get it
right” has to do with the centrality of
racism in the American consciousness,

Segall said.
“Being white in America has long
been a pretty good deal and it still is,”
he said.
He said the argument about the
existence of biological races is terribly
flawed and misleading, with dangerous consequences for the world.

“We better start spreading the
news that biologically speaking there
are no races. There is no white race,
there is no black race, nor is there any
separate race,” he said.
“That claim is not an instance of
political correctness nor a softhearted
wish, but a fact.”
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SJSU’s black

ROLE
MODELS
STORY BY NAMI YASUE / DAILY STAFF WRITER
PHOTOS BY CARIEN VELDPAPE / DAILY STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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lack role models can be
found in various places across
campus, according to several
campus members.
Shaun Walsron, a sophomore
kinesiology major at San Jose State
University, said his perception of a
black role model is someone who has
a positive influence on others, who
listens and who gives honest opinions
to them.
Walsron said Steven Millner,
an SJSU African American studies
professor, is his role model among a
few African American professors that
he recognizes on campus.
Walsron, who never took any African American studies courses but heard
about Millner, sometimes knocks on
Millner’s office door to talk to him.
“He is the only professor that I
interact with,” Walsron said. “He is
open to everyone.”
Akubundu Amagu, a community
activist from the All-African People’s
Revolutionary Party and an SJSU
alumnus, said having role models helps
students find a way in life and the role
models should be tangible persons in
order to influence students.
Amagu, who has been active in
black issues since he was a student at
SJSU, currently facilitates the Black
Student Union and advises how to
analyze the current situation of blacks
to the members.
Amagu said students are influenced
by the media and sometimes confused
by the gap between media portrayals
and realities. He thinks it can jeopardize their education.
Amagu said although he considers
some black activists as his role models,
he has been significantly impacted by
Malcolm X and Millner.
“I think every person from every

achieve your goals.”
Millner said he had been taught by
his teachers in Ohio and his parents
that he must be an extra-hard-working
person in order to acquire half of what
an ordinary Caucasian person has.
“They told me that I would have to
be twice as good to get half as much,”
Millner said. “Some people hearing
that might be discouraged, but I was
encouraged.”
Cobie Harris, an associate professor
of political science and a former chair
of the African American studies department, said he never had any black
professors while he went to college
during the Civil Rights Movement.
Harris, who does not identify
himself as an activist, belongs to the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People and
contributes to connecting the SJSU
campus and the black community.
Millner said Harris is one of a few
black professors in the political science
department. He also said there are
those rarities in other disciplines as
well.
Harris said he had intellectual
people who shaped his life and he was
influenced by some minority professors
in college. He views his parents and
some African or black activists as his
role models, such as Nelson Mandela,
George Jackson, Angela Davis and
Martin Luther King Jr.
Harris said it is difficult to build
one-to-one influential relationships
between a professor and a student. But
he also said he can impact students
from his classroom, although the scale
may be small.
Ambra Kelly, president of the Black
Student Union, said she looks to SJSU
for black role models.
Kelly said the Black Student Union

Fitz Hill has been the head coach of the Spartan football team since 2001. Hill is one of the five black football coaches in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Division I-A and one of the two coaches in the United States with a doctorate degree. The coach also has a bachelor’s degree
in communications and in physical education.

Ambra Kelly, a senior criminal justice major, is president of the Black
Student Union and the African Awareness Month Planning Committee. She
said the purpose of the Black Student Union is to enrich students at San
Jose State University about the culture of African and black Americans.
background needs role models,” Millner said.
Millner said role models give
direction and inspire black students,
especially from hard backgrounds.
He said it is their choice to listen to
difficult experiences of others or take
advice from the church, family or
teachers.
Blacks have always been involved in
academics, but the remarkable achievements have been invisible because they
had been outlawed to have education
for many years, Millner said.
He said although many blacks
understand that education helps to
uplift their life, educated blacks still
couldn’t translate that education into
personal gains or economic resources
for decades after slavery was over.
Millner said he is fortunate to work
with young people and he tries to lead
them in positive directions.
“I’ve seen so many people from my
generation … end up prematurely in
death or penitentiary,” Millner said.
“You study America’s paths, and
you study what slaves went through
and how they persisted and didn’t
allow themselves to be prevented from
living and tried to achieve dignity,”
Millner said. “You don’t allow those
things to prevent you from trying to

is a student organization to inform and
to make aware of black culture and the
history on campus.
She said Nehanda Imara, associate
director of advising in academic services, is her role model, because she
perceives Imara as a very strong black
female.
She said Imara empowered her
and gave insight to histories of black
females when she worked in the
academic services.
“It’s the way she is. It’s the way she
presents herself,” Kelly said.
“She is a marvelous person who
helped hundreds of people from all
backgrounds through San Jose State in
the last 15, 20 years,” Millner said.
Millner said Imara has helped
people who have economic hardships
in every community in this valley,
whether they are Vietnamese, Korean,
African American or Latino.
Nathan Pittman, president of the
Black Alliance of Scientists and Engineers, said he looks to his parents as his
role models. But, he also recognizes that
many blacks unfortunately come from
single families and have experienced
hardships in the United States.
Pittman said the Black Alliance of

See ROLE MODELS, page 5

ABOVE: Nathan Pittman, a senior
engineering major, is president
of the Black Alliance of Scientists
and Engineers, which is a San Jose
State University student organization and one of 300 chapters
of the National Society of Black
Engineers. The mission statement
of the club is to be responsible for
African American culture and to
support the professional developments of African Americans.

RIGHT: Professor Steven Millner
has been teaching in the African
American studies department at
San Jose State University since
1979. In his classes, he focuses
on civil rights movements and
African American history movements. Millner has been around
the longest in his department.
“I think every person from every
background needs role models,”
he said.

“You study America’s paths, and you study what
slaves went through and how they persisted and didn’t
allow themselves to be prevented from living and tried
to achieve dignity. You don’t allow those things to
prevent you from trying to achieve your goals.”
Steven Millner
professor, African American studies
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Carien Veldpape / Daily Staff
Political science professor Cobie Harris has been teaching at San Jose
State University for almost 14 years and is the only black professor in
the political science department. When he was in college, Harris said, he
didn’t have a black professor.

Scientists and Engineers is an SJSU
student organization, which is one of
300 chapters of the National Society
of Black Engineers. Most of the club
members are black students majoring
in engineering or business, Pittman
said, and some of them also join the
Black Student Union.
He said the mission statement of
the club is being responsible for black
culture and supporting the professional
developments of blacks.
The number of blacks and minorities in the engineering professions does
not reflect the population in Silicon
Valley, Pittman said. He said although
in reality the number of blacks in
engineering has increased, media often
portrays negative images of them.
Fitz Hill, the head football coach
for SJSU, said he has a sense of
responsibility to help people facing
socioeconomic hardships.
“There are unfortunate people in
any races,” Hill said. “There is over-
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Origins of Black History Month discussed
By Elizabeth Nguyen
Daily Staff Writer

Continued from page 4
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representation of African Americans.”
Hill is one of five black football
coaches in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Division I-A and
one of two coaches with a doctorate
degree in the United States.
He said he became a coach because
he believed in the way sports impacts
the society, especially for young men
throughout the nation and world.
“You never see 16,000 people at a
chemistry lecture,” Hill said.
Hill, who displays a poster with
many recognized black activists and
celebrities in his office, said his parents
are his best role models.
“There is no doubt about it. I
wouldn’t be here today without them,”
Hill said.
Hill said he has always viewed Bill
Cosby as a role model because of how
Cosby values education and how he
helps people.
Hill said the color of skin doesn’t
matter, but it’s a matter of making
the best possible efforts to reach
goals.

Faculty gathered at a workshop on
Monday to discuss the importance of
teaching the origins of Black History
Month to students.
Ethel Walker, a professor in television, radio, film and theatre who spoke
at the “Making a Big Deal About
Ethnic Celebration: African Awareness Month” workshop, said the idea
for the workshop came about when a
student asked why it’s important to
celebrate African Awareness Month.
“(Ethnic celebrations are) the
only time people get a chance to
hear and listen to other cultures in a
positive light,” Walker said. “It is the
opportunity to share with other people
the richness of the culture.”
There is a need to celebrate diversity with African American culture as
a base, said Walker.
By celebrating ethnicity, “all
students on campus can feel like they
have a voice, gives them validation. It
tells them, ‘This is your time,’ ” she
said.
To many students, these ethnic
celebrations have no meaning behind
them, Walker said.
“Most African American students
who come here know very little about
African American history,” she said.
“They have very little contact with
their history and culture. They are
limited to a small segment of Martin
Luther King Jr.’s ‘I Have a Dream’
speech.”
Students have no concept of how
the speech came to be or even about
how the 1963 March on Washington
was organized, Walker said.
Many students don’t have historical
context like teachers do, said Michael
Conniff, the director of the Global
Studies Institute at San Jose State
University.
On a trip to Auburn, Ala., Conniff
said, he was surprised by how the
area has changed from the images he
remembered during the Civil Rights
Movement.
“It doesn’t look like the south I
remembered in the ‘60s,” Conniff
said. “It has a much richer culture than
I could imagine.”
Most students don’t consider other
cultural differences anymore, Conniff
said.
“Most modern thought is that
race doesn’t exist,” he said. “There is
no such thing as race, really. We can
call ourselves the human race and
that’s the closest thing we can get.”
Because of this grouping of
cultures, many students combine important historical and cultural events
until it becomes a blur, Walker said.

“Most African American students who come here
know very little about African American history
...They are limited to a small segment of Martin
Luther King Jr.’s ‘I Have a Dream’ speech.”
Ethel Walker, professor,
television, radio, film and theatre
“Many have never read an African
American book or novel by the time
they get here,” she said. “They couldn’t
give you an answer (about the history
of Black History Month) if their lives
depended on it.”
Walker said the origins of African
American History Month go back to
1926 and Carter G. Woodson.
According to infoplease.com, it
was first recognized as “Negro History
Week.”
Woodson, who established The
Journal of Negro History, launched
the celebration as an initiative to bring
national attention to the contributions
of black people throughout American
history, the Web site stated.
Woodson was very active in the
Harlem Renaissance, Walker said.
His timing was perfect to establish a
national event.
In the late 19th century, he could
not have done it, she said, and in the
1950s it would have put too much
pressure on the Civil Rights Movement.
According to infoplease.com,
Woodson chose the second week
of February because it contained the
birthdays of two men who greatly
influenced the black population
— Frederick Douglass and Abraham
Lincoln.
The week blended everything
that was going on in the Harlem
Renaissance while giving black
people a sense of identity, Walker
said.
“The Harlem Renaissance was
about literature, dance, art, and its
historical ramifications for these
people who were just finding out that
it was OK to say you were descended
from Africa,” Walker said. “It was
radical because Africa was still
considered the Dark Continent.”

Calling someone “African” was
considered derogatory, she said.
The establishment of Negro
History Week was a great moment in
history, Walker said, because it happened in such an important period.
“It came at a time when there
was excitement and exuberance and
experimentation of what it meant to
be African American,” Walker said,
referring to the Harlem Renaissance.
The week of celebration was very
significant for blacks, Walker said.
“Coming out of a segregated
environment, it was the event of the
year,” she said.
By the mid-1960s “Negro History
Week” became known as “Black History Month,” Walker said.
“It was quite significant when
it became Black History Month,”
Walker said. “Black was considered a
derogatory term when growing up, but
by the 1960s it was a proclamation of
the beauty of a people.”
For the rest of America, Black

History Month meant that there was
another group that was significant in
American culture, said Beth Von Till,
who is the director of the communication studies lab and who works with
the Center for Faculty Development
and Support.
“It basically meant ‘Move over,’ ”
Von Till said.
“The visual images of the time
(were) amazing,” she said.
“Black students trying to go to
high school didn’t look like victims or
criminal,” Von Till said. “They were
children running through the gauntlet
surrounded by faces of hatred.”
Students today don’t realize the
importance of these events, Von Till
said.
“None of our students are presented
with historical context,” she said. “Our
textbooks, when we were growing
up, never addressed these kinds of
things.”
Walker said that students need to
know their history and culture.
“They have to know from whence
they came,” Walker said. “They have
to know of a time that there was
segregation, where people had to sit at
the back of the bus, where people had
to drink from different fountains.”
Walker said it is important for
students to know about the past.
“Someone paved the way — what
are you leaving behind?” Walker said.
“You can’t open doors for anyone else
if you don’t know how people came to
open doors for you.”
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Stanislaus judge
will not testify in
Peterson trial case
Associated Press
REDWOOD CITY — Scott
Peterson’s defense lawyers lost a
bid Monday to put a judge on the
stand to testify about his decision
to let investigators tap Peterson’s
phones.
Judge Alfred A. Delucchi said
it would be ‘‘contrary to public
policy’’ to force his colleague,
Stanislaus County Superior Court
Judge Wray Ladine, to testify.
Defense lawyer Mark Geragos
had subpoenaed Ladine on Friday,
according to Ladine’s lawyer,
Franklin Gumpert.
‘‘Could you imagine what it
would be like if every time warrants were issued, the judges who
issued those warrants would be
called to testify?’’ Gumpert said.
Geragos wants Delucchi to toss
out all wiretap evidence gathered
in the weeks after the December
2002 disappearance of Peterson’s
pregnant wife, Laci, saying investigators violated Peterson’s attorneyclient privilege when they listened
to snippets of conversations with
his first attorney.
Steven Jacobson, a district
attorney’s office investigator,
testified last week that he was
following procedures Ladine laid
out when he bugged Peterson’s
phones.
Geragos said Monday that
because a court reporter wasn’t
present at Ladine’s regular updates
on the wiretaps, he should be able
to question the judge directly.
‘‘This whole motion revolves
around what the judge instructed
the officers at the time to do,’’
Geragos said in court Monday.
But Delucchi wasn’t swayed.
‘‘This issue has been explored

thoroughly in chambers,’’ Delucchi said before rebuffing Geragos’
request.
During the first months of
2003, investigators monitored
thousands of calls Peterson made
or received, including 76 between
the former fertilizer salesman and
his first attorney, Kirk McAllister.
Peterson was arrested shortly
after the bodies of Laci Peterson
and her unborn son washed up
on a San Francisco Bay shore in
April.
With both sides bound by a gag
order, it’s not clear what evidence
prosecutors want to use from the
wiretaps.
After a half-day of public
testimony from Jacobson last
week, Delucchi went behind
closed doors with the lawyers to
listen to the recordings and further
question Jacobson.
They returned to private meetings after Monday’s brief session
in open court.
Also Monday, the judge
scheduled the opening stages of
jury selection in the murder case
for early next week.
If convicted, Scott Peterson
could face the death penalty.
An unspecified number of
potential jurors scheduled to show
up next Monday will be handed a
questionnaire designed to probe
their attitudes on everything from
the death penalty to how much
news they’ve absorbed about the
case.
Other questions will touch
on extramarital affairs — before
Laci Peterson disappeared, her
husband allegedly told a mistress
that his wife was dead — as well
as whether potential jurors have
lost a child.
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NEW YORK — Weeks before
Martha Stewart sold her ImClone
Systems stock, her stockbroker
mentioned his desire to get rid of
her shares before they fell to $60, a
Stewart business manager testified
Monday.
The testimony by Heidi DeLuca
undercuts the government’s charge
that Stewart and the broker dreamed
up the $60 price floor so that he could
‘‘set a floor price of $60 or $61’’ for
Stewart’s ImClone shares.
‘‘He said he would speak to Martha

about it personally,’’ DeLuca said. The
conversation would have been long
before Stewart dumped her shares on
Dec. 27, 2001.
Also Monday, U.S. District Judge
Miriam Goldman Cedarbaum put off
a ruling on whether to throw out any
charges in the case.
The judge has appeared intrigued
by the possibility of throwing out the
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Movin’ to the calypso beat ...

Photos by Nicholas R. Wright / Daily Staff
ABOVE: Tahira Vickers, a senior political science major,
moves to the rhythm of calypso music during a dance
class in Washington Square Hall taught by Wilfred Mark
on Feb. 16. The class was organized through the Mosaic
Cross Cultural Center as a featured event during black
history month.

RIGHT: Robbin Frey, left, and Anthony Villarreal
pound out the rhythm for a calypso dancing class
at Washington Square Hall on Feb. 16. The drums,
a djembe, left, and a samba produce a wide
variety of tones depending on where the musician
strikes the stretched goat hide.

Stewart advised to sell stock, testimony says
Associated Press

•

most serious charge against Stewart
— securities fraud — which accuses
her of deceiving investors in her media
conglomerate, Martha Stewart Living
Omnimedia, when she publicly
proclaimed her innocence.
The judge has called that charge
‘‘novel’’ and ‘‘the most problematic’’ of
the five counts each against Stewart
and Bacanovic.

SPORTS
SJSU hosts Loyola Marymount this weekend
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By Mark Cornejo
Daily Senior Staff Writer

SPARTAN BASEBALL
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Yvonne Pingue / Daily Staff
Spartan pinch runner James Bland is caught stealing second base by Brigham Young University’s second
baseman Brad Hales during the 10th inning Saturday. San Jose State University will host Loyola Marymount
University in a three-game series this weekend.
“Last year, we lost three close
games that we had all sealed up by the
eighth inning,” Frandsen said. “And
then we blew it.”
Pitcher Brandon Dewing said he
and the rest of the Spartan squad are
looking for more than just a win.
“We’re going to go at them to get
some revenge for last year,” Dewing
said. “Those losses hurt pretty bad last
year, so we’ll come back strong.”
The Spartans will host the Lions
at Municipal Stadium starting Friday
at 6 p.m.

The series continues on Saturday
at 1 p.m. and will wrap up on Sunday
at 1 p.m.
The Spartans were scheduled to
travel to Saint Mary’s College in
Moraga today, but the game has been
postponed because of wet conditions
at Luis Guisto Field.
The teams have yet to determine
when the game will be rescheduled.
Spartan head coach Sam Piraro
said he didn’t know a lot about 3-9
St. Mary’s, but he said the Spartans
will not be able to relax against any

ball club.
“Every opponent to us is a dangerous opponent,” Piraro said. “We’re
the type of team that can be beat by
anybody if we don’t play well.”
Piraro said the team could agonize
over the Gaels when they meet, but
the Spartans just need to play as well
as he believes they can in every game.
“We really don’t worry about the
opponent,” Piraro said. “We try to go
out and play an A game. We feel if we
can do that, we’ll have an opportunity
(to win).”

SANTA CLARA — The 49ers
designated All-Pro linebacker Julian
Peterson their franchise player on
Monday, keeping him with San
Francisco for next season and practically guaranteeing Terrell Owens’
departure.
The 49ers also agreed to terms with
running back Kevan Barlow on a fiveyear contract extension, the first deal in
what’s sure to be a difficult offseason
for a team with 14 unrestricted free
agents and plenty of uncertainty.
Peterson, a two-time Pro Bowler,
will be offered a one-year deal worth
between $5.8 million and $7.2 million — whatever turns out to be the
average salary of the NFL’s top five
linebackers after various contracts are
restructured.
The 49ers had hoped to sign
Peterson to a contract extension before
Tuesday’s deadline to place the franchise tag, but general manager Terry
Donahue and Peterson’s agents quickly
realized it wouldn’t be possible.
‘‘We’re just so far apart that there
was no point in using up any more
energy on trying to get it done,’’ said
Donahue, who hasn’t met face-to-face
with agents Kevin and Carl Poston for
weeks.
‘‘When you put the franchise tag on
somebody, it isn’t like they aren’t going
to be paid handsomely,” he said. “I
think players love to play, and I think
Julian loves to play. I think he’ll come
to camp at the appropriate time.’’
Peterson was a standout last season
with seven sacks and two interceptions
while playing several positions. The
49ers credited him with 144 tackles,
second on the team.
With Peterson under the franchise
tag, Owens will be free to sign with

CLASSIFIEDS

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
$14.75/HR + BONUSES. Pass out
flyers & cards. Promotions work.
Call 877-501-3356
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!

Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls and private events. FT/PT
available. We will work around
your busy school schedule.
Must have clean DMV. Lots of
fun & earn good money. Call
408-867-7275.
SAN JOSE MORTGAGE FIRM
is looking for highly motivated
& entrepreneurial-minded
individuals for upward bound
application origination position.
This is an entry level telemarketing position. This position is
commission only. Contact
Community One Financial
Services: Brian Pham 408472-6082 or email: brianpham@
communityone-fs.com
WANTED:Student to head
firm’s mrkting group. $17-19/hr
Call 1-800-757-9917
WAREHOUSE/DELIVERY
Opening for dependable,
hardworking, detail oriented
fine furniture handler/driver.
Clean DMV record required.
Fax resume to 408-395-8147
or call 408-354-6941 ex. 50
SHORELINE AMPHITHEATRE

Now hiring for the following
seasonal positions:
•Administrative Assistant
•Staffing Coordinator
Please send resume to:

mailshoreline@clearchannel.com

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business
Perfect for Students!
Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive shop & kennel. P/T,
Tues-Sat. Must be reliable,
honest, able to do physical
work. Prefer exp working w/
dogs, but will train. Great
oppty for dog lover. Can Fax
resume to 408-377-0109 or
Call 371-9115

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional
information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete information before sending money
for goods or services. In addition, readers should carefully
investigate all firms offering
employment listings or coupons for discount vacations
or merchand i se.

RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders. Afterschool
Elem. Sch. Age Child Care
Recreation/ Enrichment
Programs. P/T, M-F 2-6pm & TTH 2-6pm Positions available.
Pay Range: $7.83-$11.32 hour,
starting depending on exp. No
ECE units req. Call Kathy 408867-6348

VALET PARKING Now hiring
for Part-time positions in the
San Jose & Los Gatos area. We
provide valet service for hotels
and special events. Flexible
schedules, mostly evenings and
weekends. Must be neat, well
groomed, & be able to provide
excellent customer service.
Applicants must be able to drive
a 5-speed transmission and have
a valid CDL with a good DMV
record. Starting pay is $7.00/hr
plus tips. Please call 925-9347275 Signature Parking Services

WANTED SPRING/SUMMER
INTERNS. Must be rebels,
innovators, dissenters. Seeking
leadership outside the box. Avg LIVE-IN CAREGIVER: Hope
pay $13,300. Call 888-450-9675 or Services needs live-in caregivtwestbrook01@collegeworks.com
ers for persons with developmental disabilities in San
FRATERNITIES • SORORITIES Jose. Qualified applicants will
• CLUBS • STUDENT GROUPS have a CDL, auto insurance,
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this
a clean DMV record, and a
semester with a proven
car. Professional or personal
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
experience working with somefundraising event. Our free
one witha disability is a plus.
programs make fundraising
Interest and a caring attitude
easy with no risks. Fundrais- are essential. Caregivers earn
ing dates are filling quickly, so hrly wage to be available to
getwith the program! It works. support the client’s needs 9pm
Contact CampusFundraiser @ -9am, 5 nights/wk, & pay small
(888) 923-3238, or visit
fee for rent. To apply call Carly
www.campusfundraiser.com @ 408-282-0433 or email
cwells @ hopeservices.org. All
RECREATION/DAY CARE, PT
majors welcome! EOE/AA Visit
M-F, 3-6 PM, $10/hr. Santa Clara www.hopeservice.org to learn
private school. Fax resume to
more about HOPE
408-247-0996
FUN JOB!
CALL NOW!
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Healthy females ages 18–31 Part-time work with flexible hours
Donate to infertile couples
(5-30 hours per week)
some of the many eggs your Customer sales/service positions
body disposes monthly.
•HIGH STARTING PAY
COMPENSATION $5,000
Call Reproductive Solutions now •Internships possible
•All majors may apply
818-832-1494
•Scholarships awarded annually
LIFEGUARDS- Instructional
•Some conditions apply
Lifeguards- Aquatic Specialists. •No experience necessary
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
•Training provided
part or full time in San Jose.
Mon–Sat $10.30–13.50/hr.
Guarantee your summer job now!
Call Elise 408-295-0228.
CALL 615-1500 10am- 4 pm
Resume : jobs@esba.org or
*www.workforstudents.com/sjsu
Fax 408-275-9858 or mail
730 Empey Way San Jose 95128

WANTED: Fitness Instructors
& Karate Assistant. Call: 408971-4760 or email:ccikasports
@campcarter.net

2 Bdrm Apartment-$1100/mo.
* Move-in Bonus
* Security type Building
* Secure Prking, Laundry
* Close to Campus
* Modern Building
SERVICES
* Recent Remodel
Village Apartments
EDITING BY PROFESSIONAL
Writer/Editor. Term papers, theses, 576 S. Fifth St. (408) 295-6893

reports. 12 yrs. business & technical experience. Accurate & efficient. *FREE / FIRST MONTH RENT*
I also do newsletters & resumes. Large 1,2, & 3 bedroom apts.
408-972-0319
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your term paper or thesis.
Experienced, efficient, reliably
exacting. I will meet your deadline.
CALL Grace 831-252-1108 or
evagrace@aol.com
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN

(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info
call 1-800-655-3225 or
www.studentdental.com or
www.goldenwestdental.com.
NEED A VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL
Occasion, digital photography ser-

Some with 2 full baths. Starting
at $749/month. Will work with
you on deposit. 2 blocks from
SJSU. Water/Trash paid. Parking
available. Washer/ Dryer on
site. Cats OK. Well managed
student bldg. 408-378-1409.
DOWNTOWN APT. FOR RENT
For as little as $695.00/mo.
a newly remodeled 1bd/1ba
apartment could be yours!
Located near SJSU in bustling
Downtown, making it perfect
for students. Further conveniences this apartment includes
are laundry facilities and easy
access to Bay Area freeways.
Please contact John at 408947-0803 for showing. Ask
about STUDENT SPECIAL!

vices or graphic design? Infinite
Visions has great deals on weddings, quinceaneras, graduations, or any special event video
need. Picture portfolios are also
available at a low cost. Put a
TIRED OF SHARING
slide show of your pictures on
A BATHROOM??
DVD with your favorite song
playing at the same time. For Come see our huge 2 bedmore info. call: 408-885-0757 room, 2 full bath, over 1000
sq. foot apt. Walking distance
or 408-561-2710
to campus. Newly Remodeled. Parking. Security Gate.
RENTAL HOUSING Substantially larger than others!
$1200/mo. 408-947-0803
2BDRM/1BA. Walk to SJSU.
$1000. New Carpets, Laundry, SAVE GAS-WALK TO CLASS
2 TOWN HOMES FOR RENT,
Parking. Call 408-559-1356
68 & 70 S 8th St. Completely
remodeled 1/2 block from SJSU
DUPLEX FOR RENT, 4 bdrm, Eng. Bldg. Approx 800 sq. ft.
2ba, 244 E Julian/6th, Ref, N/P 2 bdrm, 1 1/2 baths.
New
Appliances,
Carpet,
Vinyl,
ULTRM, Upper, 1250 SQ.FT.
& paint. Newly Remodeled
$1850-AGT-408-264-0871
bathrooms. $1200/mo., $600 dep.
Broker:408-921-2919
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Niners extend Barlow’s contract,
make Peterson franchise player
Associated Press

The Spartan baseball team is
scheduled to put its 5-4-1 record
on the line in a three-game series at
home against 4-2 Loyola Marymount
University this weekend.

“They’ll be the best team we’ve
played up till now,” Piraro said. “And
we’ve played some good teams.”
Spartan
second
baseman/left
fielder Kevin Frandsen agrees with his
coach that the Lions are going to be a
challenge for the Spartans.
“I second what coach said,”
Frandsen said. “They’ve got scrappy
guys that are going to battle you. The
scrappy teams will give you a little
trouble.”
LMU has been led by a pitching
staff that has combined for a 2.94
ERA so far this season, while their
weekend starters are averaging only a
1.62 ERA.
The Lion pitchers are making up
for an offense that is averaging just
4.33 runs per game, compared to the
5.1 runs the Spartans are putting up
on average.
“Their pitching staff is always
good, year in and year out,” Frandsen
said.
Last year, the Lions swept the
Spartans in their three-game series
9-7, 7-6 and 8-7. The Spartans led
in every game, including a 7-2 eighth
inning lead in the final game.
Frandsen said those kind of close
losses are not easily forgotten.

THE SPARTAN DAILY

•

•

any team if he chooses to void the
final two seasons of his contract next
month.
The 49ers won’t get anything
higher than a third-round draft pick
as compensation for losing a four-time
Pro Bowl selection who has spent
all eight of his NFL seasons in San
Francisco.
Owens’ departure has been
expected after Donahue designated
Peterson the 49ers’ top priority shortly
after their 7-9 regular season ended.
Barlow was a restricted free agent
after rushing for 1,024 yards and six
touchdowns last season.
After sharing time with Garrison
Hearst in his first 2 1/2 NFL seasons,
Barlow took over as the full-time
starter late last season, averaging 108
yards over the last four games.
Hearst, an 11-year veteran,
probably must agree to a dramatic
salary reduction to stay with the 49ers.
Donahue and Hearst’s agent, Pat Dye
Jr., were negotiating in Indianapolis on
Monday.
The 49ers also are hoping to
restructure the contract of quarterback
Jeff Garcia, entering the fourth season
of a six-year contract.
Donahue acknowledges the process
has been difficult, but he still expects
Garcia to return.
‘‘Certainly, Jeff has the right to be
concerned about his own career, shortterm and long-term,’’ Donahue said.
‘‘We’ve got to look at what’s important
to this organization over the next five
years.
“It’s very important that we choose
cap health over cap hell. We can’t make
short-term decisions.’’
But Donahue said the 49ers haven’t
received any offers for Garcia, and
they haven’t allowed the three-time
Pro Bowl quarterback to talk to other
teams about a possible trade.

PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

DECORATOR APT, UNIQUE
Spanish Revival charm. We are
looking for a long term, financially responsible person who is
clean, quiet & sober. 1 bedroom
with den, hardwood floors. This
S.F. style flat has a yard plus
1 off-street parking. Individual
private front & rear entrances.
$900+/-. 551–553 So. 6th St.
Look, then call 408-286-0596

SHARED HOUSING
2 RMS AVAIL IN 4BDRM HSE.
1 w/prvt ba. 15 min from SJSU.
Full access: Kit, Lvgrm, Dngrm,
Lrg Bkyrd. W/D on site. Nonsmoker. 408-528-0411
SHARE A HOUSE!! 10 MIN.
FROM SJSU, $500/MO. + UTL.
Avail. NOW. Lots of PKG. W/D
on site. Call 408-394-3409
ROOM FOR RENT: Female/
non-smoker. Nice, quiet neighborhood, 1 block from light rail.
$425/mo. Utl. included. $300
Dep. W/D 408-265-6381

OPPORTUNITIES
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-125 & more per survey!

www.paidonlinesurveys.com

Bartender trainees needed
$250/day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 X559
MAKE MONEY taking OnLine
Surveys. Earn $10-125 for
Srvys. $25-250 for Focus Grps.
www.cash4students.com/sjsu
WANTED: 23 Students. Get
paid $$$ to lose up to 30 lbs in
the next 30 days!!! Call (408)
777-9616
STUDENT JOBS $40 hour.
Student jobs guide here
www.cometowork.com

FOR SALE
DELL LAPTOP: 15” SXGA+,
DVD/CD; 18GB DISK, 128MB; New
Sftware Wndws XP; w/Office
2003 & case. $4000+ new
sacrifice $650. 408-924-4936

TOO MUCH JUNK?
NEED A ROOMATE?
NEED EXTRA CASH?
SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
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